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Abstract

Handschumacher, D.W., Sager. W.W., Hilde, T.W.C, and Bracey, D.R., 1988. Pre-Cretaceous tectonic evolution of the

Pacific plate and extension of the geomagnetic polarity reversal time scale with implications for the origin of the

Jurassic "Quiet Zone". In: C.R. Scotese and W.W. Sager (Editors), Mesozoic and Cenozoic Plate Reconstructions.

Tectonophysics, 155: 365-380.

Linear magnetic anomalies resulting from seafloor spreading were mapped in the vicinity of the magnetic bight in

the western Pacific Ocean. New aeromagnetic data allowed the magnetic bight to be more accurately mapped from
M21 to M28 and enabled the identification of low-amplitude magnetic lineations in the Jurassic "Quiet Zone". These

lineations were formed by magnetic field reversals prior to M29. A revised Jurassic geomagnetic polarity reversal time

scale was constructed with nineteen reversals older than M29, numbered M30-M38. These reversals extend the record
of geomagnetic polarity back in time by approximately 8 Ma and are important constraints on the origin of the quiet

zone. In particular, they imply that the Jurassic was not a period of constant normal polarity, an explanation offered by
some authors. Further, they cast doubt on a model of systematically decreasing geomagnetic field strength with
increasing age during this period. The early history of the northern Pacific plate and Pacific-Farallon-lzanagi (P-F-I)
triple junction was traced by mapped magnetic isochrons. The Pacific plate seems to have evolved from a small plate
that formed near the Phoenix-Farallon-lzanagi triple junction about 180-188 m.y. ago at approximately 17*N,
160 *E in present coordinates. Until M21 time the evolution of the northern Pacific plate was relatively simple and the

P-F-I triple junction migrated north-northwest with respect to the Pacific. "I" " - ,

Introduction discoveries of the plate tectonic revolution, It states
simply that ocean basalts, cooling through the

The Vine-Matthews-Morley hypothesis (Vine Curie temperature at the axis of a spreading ridge,
and Matthews, 1963; Morley and Larochelle, 1964) record the polarity flips of the geomagnetic field.
must rank as one of the most exciting and useful The blocks of opposing polarity created in the

crust give rise to linear magnetic anomalies ori-
ented parallel to the ridge axis and represent

Geodynamics Research Institute Contribution No. 71. geologic isochrons. Such anomalies have been

0040-1951/88/$03.50 0 1988 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.89 3 01 12.3
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measured in all the ocean basins and have made it that have accumulated since the last detailed study,
possible to decipher their tectonic histories. They yielded a clearer picture of the early history of the
are also the foundation upon which the geomag- Pacific than has previously been possible. More-
netic polarity reversal time scale, extending back over, the aeromagnetic data have allowed linear
to the Jurassic, has been built. magnetic reversal anomalies to be identified and

The western Pacific contains one of the oldest correlated in the JQZ, enabling us to revise and
and clearest records of seafloor spreading in the extend the record of Jurassic polarity reversals.

oceans. Here, there are three sets of Mesozoic This study is presented in two parts. At M21
magnetic anomalies with distinctly different time the plate boundaries meeting at the
trends, the NE-striking Japanese trend, the NW- Pacific-Farallon-Izanagi (P-F-I) triple junction
trending Hawaiian lineations, and the E-W di- began a complex reorganization that terminated
rected Phoenix lineations (Larson and Chase, the relatively simple growth of the northern Pacific
1972). These lineations allowed Larson and Chase plate that had occurred prior to that time. In this
to develop the first tectonic model for the early article, the implications of magnetic anomalies
evolution of the Pacific plate-the major features older than M21 are examined. A companion paper
of which have remained unchanged despite con- (Sager et al., this issue) discusses the tectonic
tinued research on the subject. According to this history of the northern Pacific from M21 to M10.
model, the Pacific plate evolved to the west of two
ridge-ridge-ridge (RRR) triple junctions connect-
ing five different spreading ridge systems. As the Previous work
plate grew, the histories of three of the ridge
systems were recorded in its crust as the three The mapping of magnetic lineations in the
lineation sets. western Pacific has been inextricably intertwined

The most studied of the two triple junctions is with the development of the Mesozoic geomag-
the northernmost, formed by the intersection of netic polarity reversal time scale. A number of
the Pacific, Farallon and Izanagi plates (Hilde et workers measured magnetic lineations in the west-
al., 1976; Woods and Davies, 1982), whose ridges ern Pacific (Uyeda et al., 1967; Uyeda and
created the Hawaiian and Japanese lineations. In Vacquier, 1968; Hayes and Heirtzler, 1968; Hayes
the vicinity of the Shatsky Plateau, these anoma- and Pitman, 1970). Although most realized the
lies form a Jurassic-Early Cretaceous magnetic lineations were Mesozoic in age, and Vogt et al.
bight that preserves many of the details of the (1971) even surmised that they corresponded to
early evolution of the Pacific plate (Larson and the Atlantic Keathley anomalies, it remained for
Chase, 1972; Hilde et al., 1976). The bight has Larson and Pitman (1972) to make a correct,
been traced back to M29, the oldest magnetic detailed, worldwide correlation and establish their
reversal included in geomagnetic polarity reversal age. Their break-through was to realize that nega-
time scales based on the marine magnetic record tive anomalies in the Pacific sequence correlated
(Kent and Gradstein, 1985). Farther south, the with positive anomalies in the north Atlantic be-
seafloor is often placed in the Jurassic "Quiet cause the former were formed at or below the
Zone" (JQZ). It evidently formed prior to M29, equator and the latter, above. This allowed them
during a period for which no correlatable mag- to utilize the Hawaiian lineations to construct a
netic reversal anomalies have been identified, reversal time scale for the Late Jurassic and

We conducted a study of the magnetic reversal Early-Middle Cretaceous encompassing MI to
lineations in the western Pacific to revise existing M22. Using this time scale, Larson and Chase
lineation maps and explore the tectonic evolution 1972) demonstrated that the Hawaiian, Japanese
of the young Pacific plate. A large part of the and Phoenix lineations in the western Pacific were
impetus for this study was the availability of new coeval and developed a model for the early tectonic
aeromagnetic data collected in this region by the evolution of the plate. They postulated that the
U.S. Navy. These data, and the many shiptracks Pacific plate had been surrounded by three others,
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the Kula to the northwest, Farallon to the north- (Helsley and Steiner, 1969; McElhinny and Burek.
east, and Phoenix to the south. 1971). Despite years of trying, geoscientists have

In later studies of western Pacific anomalies, been able to find only a few possible short rever-
Larson and Hilde (1975) added MO and M23-M25 sals during this time interval (e.g., Keating and
to the time scale and Hilde et al. (1976) recognized Helsley, 1978) and even the existence of these is
M26 and compiled a map of lineations around the not universally accepted.
northern magnetic bight. Hilde et al. (1976) further The origin of the JQZ is not as clear. Many
suggested that the Pacific had grown from a small explanations for its existence have been offered
plate spawned at the Kula-Farallon-Phoenix tri- (see reviews by Mascle and Phillips (1972), Poehls
pie junction about 180 m.y. ago. Furthermore, et al. (1973), Hayes and Rabinowitz (1975), Bar-
they recognized the tectonic complexity implied rett and Keen (1976) and Roots (1976)). Authors
by the bight, hypothesizing that the triple junction have called upon equatorial latitudes, remagneti-
that formed it had switched after M21 time from a zation, alteration and metamorphism, viscous
simple RRR configuration to a more complex magnetism, low field intensity, rapid reversals, or
geometry and that it played a role in the develop- no reversals at all to account for the JQZ. The
ment of the Shatsky Plateau. Woods and Davies most widely accepted ideas are those that involve
(1982) compared the western Pacific magnetic changes in the character of the geomagnetic field.
bight with a younger one located in the eastern Perhaps by analogy to the Cretaceous Quiet Zone,
Pacific and concluded that they were not formed many authors assumed that the JQZ resulted from
by the same three plates as had been thought. The a period of constant normal polarity (Heirtzler
plate that bounded the Pacific to the northwest in and Hayes, 1967: Burek, 1970; Larson and Pit-
the Jurassic and Early Cretaceous was not the man, 1972). In their worldwide correlation of
Kula plate defined by Atwater and Grow (1970). anomalies, Larson and Pitman (1972) placed the
Woods and Davies named the older Pacific edge of the JQZ at the older side of anomaly M22.
companion the Izanagi plate. It was noted that the amplitudes of anomalies

Recently, western Pacific magnetic lineations older than about M19 decreased systematically
have generated a renewed interest. Mammerickx towards the JQZ and the suggestion was made
and Sharman (1988) examined the magnetic linea- that this "amplitude envelope" showed that the
tions north of the Shatsky Plateau and Sharman geomagnetic field had increased its intensity in the
and Risch (this issue) as well as Sager et al. (this transition from non-reversing to reversing states
issue) reevaluated the lineations in the immediate (Vogt et al., 1971; Larson and Pitman, 1972;
vicinity of the plateau. The latter two articles Larson and Hilde, 1975).
along with this study form a series devoted to the As the edge of the JQZ came under further
evolution of the northern Pacific plate and scrutiny, more correlatable low-amplitude anoma-
Pacific-Farallon-Izanagi triple junction. lies were found. Larson and Hilde (1975) identi-

fied anomalies M23-M25 in the Pacific and cor-
The Jurassic Quiet Zone problem related them with the Atlantic Keathley sequence.

Hilde et al. (1976) defined M26 in the western
Studies of oceanic magnetic anomalies have Pacific, but Cande et al. (1978) resolved it into

found "smooth zones" or "quiet zones" of Creta- M26-M28 and discovered another isochron, M29.
ceous and Jurassic age in which it has proven Other authors have found reversals of similar age
impossible to correlate magnetic isochrons. The in the North Atlantic (Barrett and Keen, 1976) as
Cretaceous Quiet Zone is perhaps the best de- well as some that may be even older in the Pacific
fined. It lasted from approximately 118 to 84 Ma (Handschumacher and Kroenke, 1978) and in rock
and is bounded by magnetic anomalies MO and 34 sections on land (Steiner and Helsley, 1975; Irving
(Kent and Gradstein, 1985). Evidently, this quiet and Pulliah, 1976; Channell et al., 1982; Ogg and
zone formed because the geomagnetic field stayed Steiner, 1985). Unfortunately, a definitive world-
in a normal polarity state for the entire period wide correlation of pre-M25 reversals has proven
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elusive (Kent and Gradstein, 1985). In the oceans, were flown with a U.S. Navy P3 Orion at an
the primary problem is that these anomalies are altitude of 1.5 km and a speed of 250 knots. A few
difficult to resolve with sea-surface magnetic data additional aeromagnetic lines from Project Mag-
over seafloor of Jurassic age in the North Atlantic net were used for additional constraints in map-
(Vogt and Einwich, 1979) and western Indian ping lineations. These data were obtained in a
(Rabinowitz et al., 1983) oceans due to the slow manner similar to the other aeromagnetic lines,

spreading rates (1-2 cm/yr). except thxat they were flown at a higher altitude,
With the discovery of more possible reversals approximately 3-5 km.

within the JQZ the extension of the Jurassic rever- The data used to map and identify the linea-

sal time scale must be ranked as one of the most tions in the JQZ were also U.S. Navy aeromagnetic
important and exciting frontiers of geomagnetism tracks. These lines were positioned to be closely
research. The best location to search for pre-M25 spaced and perpendicular to the oldest known
reversal anomalies is the Pacific Ocean because of magnetic isochrons along the Japanese lineations.
its higher spreading rates and reduced number of They were flown to overlap anomalies M25-M28
fracture zones. Moreover, the best set of anoma- and extend into the JQZ. Because these older
lies to examine are the Japanese lineations because anomalies were known to have low amplitudes,
they have the highest spreading rate of the three these lines were flown at an altitude of only 305 m

Pacific Jurassic lineation sets. To discover whether in order to reduce the attenuation effect of dis-
pre-M25 anomalies could be correlated over a tance from the magnetic source.
significant distance, a series of low-level Most of the ship data used in this study were
aeromagnetic tracks were flown over the JQZ, positioned by satellite navigation, whereas inertial
perpendicular to the Japanese lineations, by the navigation was used for the aircraft data. The
Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity differences in navigational methods did not prove
(NORDA) in the years 1979-1983. Correlatable a problem. Aeromagnetic data were checked for
lineations were indeed found and form the basis consistency with satellite-navigated shiptracks at
for an extension of the Jurassic polarity time scale crossover points and only small random errors
and many of the tectonic implications presented were detected. The largest discrepancies were on
in this report. the order of 9 km, but 3.5 km was the average

crossing error.
Data

Analysis

Total field magnetic anomaly data were ex-
amined to identify magnetic lineations created by In both study areas, the magnetic bight and the
the process of seafloor spreading in the western JQZ, the magnetic data were plotted as total field
Pacific. The study area was divided into two sub- intensity anomalies perpendicular to the ship or
sets for the purpose of discussion: the magnetic flight tracks. These anomalies were identified and
bight and the JQZ. correlated from track to track by characteristic

The primary data in the magnetic bight area shapes. amplitudes and spacing. A master map of
were collected with proton-precession magnetome- magnetic isochrons was constructed (Fig. 1) and

ters along shiptracks obtained from the National used to constrain our model of the tectonic history
Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) archives. These of the Pacific plate.
data were augmented with aeromagnetic data. Four
N-S low-level aeromagnetic lines, located near the Magnetic bight (M28-M21)
magnetic bight at 30*-31*N, 151*-152°E, were
used to map an extension of the Hawaiian inea- The magnetic bight study area encompassed the
lions. Two additional low-level aeromagnetic lines, region to the southwest of the Shatsky Plateau
trending perpendicular to the Japanese lineations, from 22 ° to 32*N and 1450 to 160 0 E (Fig. 2).
were used to trace those anomalies. These six lines Hilde et al. (1976) mapped a magnetic bight in
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futLowermost anomaly profile was calculated from a magnetic

sZ treversal model. Northeast is to the right; southwest to the left.
tionLocation of survey tracks shown in Fig. 2.

Sthis region showing the merger of the Late

Jurassic-Early Cretaceous Hawaiian and Japanese

lineations from M21 to M26 time. We used over

30 ship and aeromagnetic tracks to delineate the

V isochrons defining the bight.
Isochrons M21-M28 were identified in the re-

* cJt ' gion of the bight (Figs. 2-4). In the northwest

,.,a . corner of Fig. 2, north of 26 N and west of

Fig. 2. Magnetic isochrons in the vicinity of the magnetic 150 oE, the magnetic lineations were particularly

bight. Dashed lines are the isochrons. Heavy dashed lines well defined as they were mapped as part of a
represent M25 and M28. light continuous lines show selected detailed marine magnetic survey conducted by the
ahiptracks and dots indicate magnetic anomaly picks. Diagonal U.S. Navy (Handschumacher et al., 1988). The
shading represents fracture zones and bathymetic highs a tracks examined in our study overlapped the U.S.
shown by the stippled pattern. Circled numbers identify tracks
in other figures and in text. Other symbols and notations as in Navy survey, allowing us to extend the lineation

Fig. 1. identifications to the east and south.
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0 \ LL , , AREs7 ously undiscovered isochrons of the Hawaiian lin-
® , '•eations. These isochrons, identified as M22-M25

,M320 (Fig. 3), moved the location of the M25 bight 180I × ,3M FZ

JPYN04 -- , ® km to the northwest of the position mapped by
I -iV1 ii BART7O

GC20 Hilde et al. (1976).
'I Figure 2 shows five fracture zones, with offsets

A ,- - of 60-170 km, in the vicinity of the bight, whereas
I - Hilde et al. (1976) found evidence for only two,

one cutting each lineation sequence. A new frac-

_. 214 ture zone offsetting the Hawaiian lineations and
trending from the western tip of the Shatsky

PM8X2 Plateau was required on the basis of the
S ,.10 'Itl ......... Z aeromagnetic data that located M25-M23 near

wP,3-. @. the bight. The fracture zone previously postulated

Z * / .. HUNT3® in the Japanese lineations (Hilde et al., 1976) was
,w6® resolved into two offsets. Tracks 12 and 15 (Fig. 4)

show that the anomalies in between the two frac-
C2 , ture zones were easily identified. Although the

[H N 2 A 'trend of these anomalies was not well constrained

4/ P-, 'o by the two closely spaced tracks, the detailed U.S.
HUN7T 2m

I --

Hawaiian Lineatons
. , ,, 1 P-F SR =3.1 cm/yr

121 M22 M2A M23 U24 N12S M2 27 ;26MU)

Fig. 4. Stack of observed magnetic anomaly profiles from the 160
Japanese lineations (formed at the P-I ridge). Southeast is to
the right; northwest to the left. Location of survey tracks "2

shown in Fig. 2. Other symbols and notations as in Fig. 3. ,25

150

The pre-M20 Japanese lineations have a strike 1 , I0 2WO 5W 750
of N42°E and the Hawaiian lineations have a 0ISNO fkM)

trend of N43°W, so the two isochron sets meet
nearly at right angles (actually, 950). A half- 170- Jaan as u r*a KM

spreading rate of 5.2 cm/yr was found on the ,/2 _ SR &2 cmyr

former, and 3.1 cm/yr on the latter (Fig. 5), based
on the polarity reversal time scale of Larson and N7
Hilde (1975).

Our lineation map is different from previous
work in several respects. The location of the bight 150

and positions of fracture zones are far better
constrained than in the study of Hilde et al. .- M21 . I ,

0 250 5 750 100
(1976), primarily because of our larger data set. 0IS (k)l
Although Hilde et al. drew a relatively broad bend Fig. 5. Spreading rates on the P-I (below) and P-F (above)

of the lineations at the bight, Fig. 2 shows that the ridges, M38-M21. Rates from M25 to M21 were based on the

bight is tightly constrained and that the bend must geomagnetic reversal time scale of Larson and Hide (1975)
and were extrapolated to derive ages for older anomalies of the

be relatively sharp. The four new aeromagnetic Japanese lineations (Table 1). An estimation of the expected
lines in the vicinity of 310 N, 1520 E showed previ- position of M38 in the Hawaiian lineations is shown.
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Navy magnetic survey did enable a good control
(Handschumacher et al., 1988). An additional
small-offset fracture zone was found cutting
anomalies M26-M28 in the Japanese lineations -S I ,

near the bight. This fracture zone was constrained

to be between tracks 4 and 6 (Figs. 2 and 4). TheIM
most interesting feature of the fracture zones
around the bight is that they all have sinistral
offsets. Perhaps this common trait implies some- o
thing of the mechanism that formed them.

For the most part, anomalies M26-M28 were

easily identified and correlated in the region of the
bight. Although Cande et al. (1978) identified
them on only seven tracks in this area, Figs. 3 and Fig. 6. Location map of aeromagnetic tracks used to trace

magnetic lineations in the Jurassic Quiet Zone (JQZ). Dashed

4 show that they stand out quite well on many lines indicate magnetic reversal lineations. Heavy dashed lines

tracks crossing both lineation sets. In contrast, represent M25 and M28. The magnetic data from areas A-C

M29 proved difficult to pick in the region north of are shown in detail in Figs. 7-12 and discussed in the text.

250 N. Much of the problem resulted from the Stippled areas are bathymetric highs. Other symbols and nota-

scarcity of properly oriented and positioned tions as in Figs. 1 and 2.

shiptracks as well as from the presence of
seamounts near the expected position of M29 in can be a problem because they create anomalies
the bight. However, the definition of anomaly difficult to distinguish from crustal anomalies in
M29 also poses problems for reasons discussed in marine magnetic data; the aeromagnetic data were
the following sections. therefore collected at much higher speeds which

tend to smooth out variations caused by the exter-
Jurassic Quiet Zone nal field. Furthermore, the NORDA aeromagnetic

tracks were flown at times other than the hours
The JQZ study area included the region to the around local noon, the latter being the period of

south of the magnetic bight, from 13' to 24°N, the most significant diurnal changes.
and from 1450 to 160 *E (Fig. 6). In this region Although most published magnetic polarity time
we examined NORDA aeromagnetic survey data scales portray the Jurassic as a period of constant
flown specifically to search for low-amplitude normal polarity (e.g., Harland et al., 1982; Kent
magnetic anomalies within the JQZ. To simplify and Gradstein, 1985), the eight aeromagnetic lines
the description and discussion of this data, we in area A, oriented NW-SE, show correlatable
have further subdivided the area into three smaller low-amplitude magnetic lineations on JQZ seafloor
sections, A-C (Fig. 6). (Fig. 7). Anomalies M26-M28 were easily identi-

The survey is composed of closely spaced tracks fied. To the southeast was found a series of low-
oriented perpendicular to and overlapping the amplitude (20-75 nT) magnetic lineations with a
Japanese lineations. This lineation set was chosen trend identical to those of M26-M28 and the rest
because it displays the fastest spreading rate and of the pre-M21 Japanese lineation set. Because
would therefore provide the best resolution. Survey their coherence ana length are unlike that of any
sites were thus chosen to be adjacent to the other known seafloor magnetic source these ap-
Japanese lineations, to avoid the many seamounts pear to be magnetic reversal anomalies recorded
in the region, to steer clear of the potentially by seafloor spreading. Furthermore, because of

0 complex area of the triple junction, and to avoid their trend, low amplitudes, and the fact that they
the magnetic equator (approximately 100 N at this cannot be matched to a younger series of rever-
longitude) because of its enhancement of the am- sals, these lineations are most likely Jurassic mag-
plitude of diurnal variations. Diurnal variations netic isochrons formed before M28. We modeled
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Fig. 7. Magnetic anomalies plotted perpendicular to 13'S

aeromagnetic tracks in JQZ study area A. Correlations of

magnetic anomalies, identified as isochrons M26-M38. are Fig. 9. Magnetic anomalies plotted perpendicular to

shown by dashed lines. Heavy dashed lines show M25 and aeromagnetic tracks in JQZ study area B. Numbers prefixed

M28. Numbers prefixed with "A" are survey tracks. Other with "B" are survey tracks. Bathymetric features shown

symbols and notations as in Figs. 1 and 2. stippled.

more northerly Japanese anomalies their absence
these magnetic anomalies (Fig. 8) and tentatively may be a result of interference by bathymetric
numbered them M30-M38 (Handschumacher and features and poor data distribution. However,
Gettrust, 1985ab). these lineations may have been missed in the

It is curious that these lineations were not Hawaiian lineations because of the rapidity of the
identified in the northern part of the JQZ. In the reversals and their low amplitude combined with

the slower spreading rate on the P-F ridge.
In area B four aeromagnetic lines approxi-

- -Ai ! ' - A A-, mately parallel to those in area A were examined.
.a iA, These tracks are located to the east of the Mariana

A v AIv , - trench between 13° and 17°N and between 1480
,' Al and 153 ° E (Fig. 9). Positioned to the southeast of

ii ] - At lineations previously identified as M22-M25
Ar , --- - -A0 (Hussong and Fryer, 1982), they also appear to!~ I

_4 1 show low-amplitude magnetic anomalies similar to
3 3 3S' 3 . ' those in area A. Unfortunately, these anomalies

t. . I • t~ U* u , 15 _._ _

MAW ,.did not correlate from line to line as well as those
A 'ALin area A. Nevertheless, the anomalies at

, , , 15--17-N, 150°-151*E appeared to follow the
PROME familiar sequence of M26 to M28. Making this

_ _ _ _ _ _ assumption, M29-M31 were tentatively identified
F1-EL to the southeast (Figs. 9 and 10). Other anomalies

Fig. 8. Stack of observed and model magnetic anomaly profiles suggestive of M32-M38 were noted, but because
from JQZ study area A. Observed profiles are those along of the uncertain correlation, we declined to iden-
survey tracks At-A12 (see Fig. 7 for location). A composite tify them.
profile, a composite profile with regional anomaly (A) re-
moved, a model profile and a polarity block model (see Table Figure 11 shows ten additional aeromagnetic

1) are also shown, lines in area C located to the southeast of area A,
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Fig. 10. Stack of observed and model magnetic anomaliea from 7
1

7' " P' "\"
JQZ study area B. Location of observed profiles shown in _C6 V

Fig. 9.

covering 15*-21°N, 153-160 *E. These lines are
roughly perpendicular to anomalies M29-M38 in Fig. 12. Stack of observed magnetic anomalies from JQZ study

area C. Although low-amplitude anomalies are observed, they
area A and traverse seafloor that should be older cannot be reliably correlated across a significant number of
than M38. Although small amplitude anomalies tracks. Note the change in anomaly character at the triangle on

were noted on all tracks, we were unable to corre- each line. The anomalies to the right (southeast) have longer
late more than a few of them between lines. We wavelengths, higher amplitudes, and a lower base level. The
did, however, note a distinct change in anomaly lineament denoted by the triangles may denote a fossil plate

boundary or a change in spreading direction or rate. Location

character between the northwest and southeast of profiles shown in Fig. 11. SM-seamount.
parts of this survey (Fig. 12). The anomalies in the
southeast part of area C are different from those anomalies there are predominantly negative. Both
to the northwest in two ways (Figs. 11 and 12). changes occur at roughly the same place on each
First, the southeastern anomalies have larger am- line. Moreover, the locations of the changes are
plitudes and generally longer wavelengths. Second, consistent from line to line forming a "boundary"
the base level to the southeast is lower and the that trends NE-SW across the survey (Figs. 11

and 12). The origin of this boundary is unclear. It
.... may represent a change in spreading rate or direc-

tion, or even an earlier plate boundary.

InterpretaiowmW an&dwussion

Jurassic polarity reversal time scale

Figures 7 and 9 show magnetic lineations on
JQZ seafloor. Although these lineations display
low amplitudes, they are easily correlated from
track to track in area A (Fig. 7). Their trends are
clear and parallel to M21-M28 in the Japanese
lineations. Furthermore, their shapes, amplitudes

0and spacing are inconsistent with any other known

sequence of Jurassic or younger reversals. There-
Fig. 11. Magnetic anomalies plotted perpendicular to fore, we believe that these lineations record rever-
aeromagnetie tracks in JQZ study area C. Dashed lines in sals of the geomagnetic field that occurred prior to
upper left come indicate positions of isochros M37 and M38fromJQZstuy aea A Tranges how ounarybeteen M28. If this interpretation is correct, it casts doubtfrom JQZ study a me A. Triangles show boundary between up n e la ti s of he J Z s a p r od f
anomalies of different character as discussed in text. upon explanations of the JQZ as a period of

SM- semount. Bathymetric features shown stippled. constant polarity.
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It is difficult to prove beyond doubt that these some other geologic phenomenon. To do so, it
low-amplitude lineationb represent reversals rather would be necessary to measure the same sequence

than fluctuations of the magnetic field or even of reversals in oriented paleomagnetic samples
from a rock section of the appropriate age or to
find them recorded in the seafloor of another

Aocean. However, several workers have found evi-
(myfip dence of magnetic reversals in Jurassic sediments

T (Steiner and Helsley, 1975; Channell et al.. 1982;
A A' ~Ogg and Steiner, 1985). Unfortunately, it is not

145 yet possible to confidently correlate these reversals

14 between land sites; nor is it yet possible to tie
them to marine magnetic lineations. Nonetheless,

+we prefer geomagnetic field reversals as an ex-
planation for the pre-M28 anomalies as they are a

well-documented source of similar anomalies

T elsewhere.
-423- 150 A simple, two-dimensional magnetism model

(Talwani and Heirtzler, 1964) was constructed to

represent pre-M25 lineations (Fig. 8). A uniform
thickness magnetic layer with vertical boundaries

B B' between blocks of opposite polarity was assumed
and magnetic parameters appropriate for Jurassic
seafloor in this region of the Pacific were adopted
(Hilde et al., 1976).

In the construction of this extended Jurassic
geomagnetic polarity time scale, the ten reversals
in the sequence M25-M28 were carried over from

U30 published sources (Cande et al., 1978) and nine-
NM_1 teen reversals older than M29 were added (Figs. 8

and 13). The M25-M29 segment had to be ex-
panded slightly (about 10%) to fit the observed
spacing of anomalies in the Japanese lineations
(Fig. 13). This was because Cande et al. (1978)

assumed a lineation trend about 15-20 in error
-- 12- when they constructed their reversal time scale. In
-418 the pre-M28 sequence, numbers were assigned to

significant magnetic anomaly peaks, formed either
tm- by longer reversals or clusters of reversals (Fig. 8).

Fig. 13. Extension of the Jurassic geomagnetic polarity reversal
time scale. Black indicates normal polarity; white is reversed.
Column A is the time scale of Larson and Hilde (1975) with
M25-M29 from Cande et al. (1978). Column A' shows an

RUG- extWion of the Larson and Hilde time scale with new rever-
sals M30-M38 and revised ages for M25-M29. Column B is
the time scale of Harland et al. (1982) and Column B' shows

mthe new reversals added to that time scale with revised ages fo
M25-M29.
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M29 in our model is not the same as that pub- TABLE I

lished by Cande et al. (1978). In order to match Pre-M25 polarity interval boundary ages, extrapolated from

the observed anomalies, they had to make M29 Larson and Hilde (1975). All values expressed as Ma

wider than it should be because it is the end Normal Length Reversed Length Chron

reversal of their magnetic model. We had to do 152.03-153.24 0.21 153.24-153.34 010]

the same for M38. Consequently, it was difficult 153.34-153.48 0.14 153.48-153.58 0.10|
to decide which pre-M28 reversal should corre- 153.58-153.77 0.19 153.77-153.91 0.14 25

spond to previous interpretations of M29, particu- 153.91-154.05 0.14 154.05-154.15 0.10(

larly considering that the trend of the Japanese 154.15-154.25 0.10 154.25-154.35 0.101

lineations used by Cande et al. (1978) was in error 154.35-154.45 0.10 154.45-154.52 0.07

and some of their tracks may have crossed a 154.52-154.77 0.25 154.77-155.07 0.30 26
155.07-155.32 0.25 155.32-155.60 0.28 27fracture zone unknown to them. In our model, 155.60-155.85 0.25 155.85-156.10 0.25 28

M29 is simply the first significant anomaly older 156.10-156.34 0.24 156.34-156.42 0.08 28a

than M28. 156.42-156.70 0.28 156.70-156.74 0.04 28b

Using the spreading rate determined for 156.74-154.92 0.18 156.92-157.05 0.13 29

M25-M21 in the Japanese lineations northwest of 157.05-157.61 0.56 157.61-157.95 0.34 30
157.95-158.00 0.05 158.00-158.09 0.09 30a

area A, the ages of the pre-M25 reversals were 158.09-158.27 0.18 158.27-158.45 0.18 31

extrapolated (Fig. 13, Table 1). We assumed a 158.45-158.90 0.45 158.90-159.11 0.21 32

constant spreading rate from M39 to M21 (Fig. 5) 159.11-159.17 0.06 159.17-159.24 0.07 32a

because this was the simplest possible assumption. 159.24-159.52 0.28 159.52- 159.75 0.23 33

The estimated age of any of these reversals 159.75-160.08 0.33 160.08-160.26 0.18 34

depended on the geomagnetic reversal time scale 160.26-160.35 0.09 160.35-160.47 0.12 34a
160.47-160.53 0.06 160.53-160.68 0.15 34b

employed. If the pre-M28 reversals were attached 160.4716.5 0.37 160.516.68 0.13 34b
160.68-161.05 0.37 161.05-16i.18 0.13 34c

to the time scales of Larson and Hilde (1975) and 161.18-161.39 0.21 161.39-161.58 0.19 35

Cande et al. (1978) an age of about 165 Ma was 161.58-161.65 0.08 161.65-161.74 0.09 35a

predicted for M38 (Table 1), however, if they were 161.74-162.04 0.30 162.04-162.10 0.06 35b

added to that of Harland et al. (1982), an age of 162.10-162.28 0.18 162.28-162.51 0.23 36
162.51-162.85 0.34 162.85-162.97 0.12 37

about 172 Ma was implied (Fig. 13). In either 162.97-163.03 0.06 163.03-163.16 0.13 37
162.97-163.03 0.06 163.03-163.16 0.13 37a

case, the extension of the reversal time scale was 163.16-163.24 0.08 163.24-163.35 0.11 37b

about 8 m.y. 163.35-163.60 0.25 163.60-163.62 0.02 37c

Compared to the rest of the M-sequence rever- 163.62-163.85 0.23 163.85-164.56 0.71 38

sal anomalies mapped in the Pacific, the pre-M25
anomalies stood out in two respects. Their ampli-
tudes are much lower (compare Figs. 3 and 4 with
Fig. 7) and the reversal rate was much higher. time in the Cenozoic when the average normal and
Both the anomaly amplitudes and reversal reversed periods were 0.21 and 0.15 m.y. in length.
frequency arpear to have undergone a virtually Concerning the second point, the western
simultaneous transition around anomaly M24- Pacific anomalies formed after M22 time have
M22 time. Considering the first point, between typical amplitudes of 250-500 nT (Figs. 3 and 4).
M22 and Ml1 the average length of a period of whereas those older than M25 have typical am-
normal polarity was 0.69 m.y., and for a reversed plitudes of about 50-70 nT (Fig. 8). Between
period, 0.53 m.y. However, in the interval between about M25 and M22 intermediate anomaly am-
M38 and M25 it was much shorter, 0.12 and 0.21 plitudes are found. This difference has been at-
m.y for normal and reversed periods respectively tributed to an increase of the magnetic field
(Table 1, Fig. 13). Although the Jurassic reversal strength from a low value during the Jurassic
rate was high, it was not extraordinarily so. In- Quiet Period to a normal higher value during a
deed, these values of polarity period length are later period of reversals (Vogt et al., 1971; Larson
remarkably similar to those around anomaly 6-5 and Hilde, 1975; Cande et al., 1978). However, the
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observed magnetic data do not appear to show the hypothesis because it seems the simplest explana-
lengthy (M21-M29) systematic decrease hypothe- tion.
sized by Cande et al. (1978). Our results suggest that explanations of the

The low amplitudes may be a result of several JQZ in terms of the source geometry are the most
factors. Normal Jurassic seafloor is deep, so viable. In particular, it appears that models of the
anomalies measured at sea level are attenuated by Jurassic as a period of constant normal polarity
distance from their source. Furthermore, the rapid were incorrect. Additionally, models of the ampli-
Jurassic reversal rate created narrow, closely tude envelope of increasing geomagnetic field
spaced crustal blocks of opposing polarity whose strength after the period of Jurassic constant
magnetic anomalies tend to partially cancel when polarity are cast into doubt. Not only is there no
measured from the sea surface. However, we con- evidence of a constant polarity interval, but the
ducted a modeling study using the extended rever- transition from low to high anomaly amplitudes
sal time scale with the aforementioned two-dimen- occurred over a much shorter period than previ-
sional technique and a source geometry typical of ously thought.
many used for the study of magnetic isochrons
(i.e., a thin source layer 0.5 km thick with vertical
polarity boundaries). The results suggested that Tectonic evolution

these factors cannot fully account for the observed
amplitude difference. In order to investigate the early tectonic history

This problem has led others to suggest that the of the Pacific plate we extrapolated the Phoenix
dipole strength of the geomagnetic field was low (from Larson and Schlanger, 1981), Japanese, and
during the Jurassic (Vogt et al., 1971; Larson and Hawaiian isochron trends back in time into the
Hilde, 1975; Cande et al., 1978). Although this Jurassic period assuming constant spreading rates
explanation is possible, it is also plausible that a (Fig. 14). This exercise suggests that the young
c,:nplex source geometry is part of the cause. The Pacific plate was roughly triangular in shape and
magi-etization of layer 2 basalts and dikes near the that its oldest crust is currently located at about
surface of the ocean crust is degraded with time 17° N, 160 E. The age of the oldest crust should
and lower source layers are thought to play an be about 180-188 Ma. Hilde et al. (1976) used
increased role in causing the magnetic anomaly similar reasoning to suggest that the Pacific plate
measured at sea level (Blakely, 1976, 1983). More- formed at a RRR triple junction between the
over, many models of the geometry of the polarity Phoenix, Farallon and Izanagi plates at 180 Ma
blocks within the crust suggest that they have and at 150° N, 1550 E in present-day coordinates.
significant transition zones, sloping boundaries, or Our results are in general agreement except that
both (Blakely, 1976; Kidd, 1977). Nonvertical or they imply that the oldest point on the Pacific
indistinct polarity boundaries such as these tend plate is 600 km farther to the east-northeast. The
to accentuate the cancellation effect of the rapid shape and size of the young Pacific plate brings to
reversal rate, reducing the amplitudes of the mag- mind that of microplates, both current and an-
netic anomalies recorded at the sea surface. cient, found elsewhere in the Pacific (Handschu-

Without definitive data, provided perhaps by macher et al., 1981; Rea and Dixon, 1983; Ander-
drilling into the magnetic source bodies or deep- son Fontana et al., 1985; Mammerickx and Shar-
tow magnetometer measurements, any model of man, 1988; Tamaki and Larson, 1988). In general,
these anomalies and the cause of their differen microplates are formed at or near triple junctions
character is inherently nonunique. It appears that or large transform faults in areas of relatively
either the Jurassic magnetic field had two stable rapid spreading. These factors suggest that the
state; of intensity, linked in some manner to the Pacific plate may have had such a beginning. Most
reversal rate, or the magnetic source bodies of microplates of this nature evolve separately for
opposing polarity in Jurassic Pacific crust have only a short time before being incorporated into
significant transition widths. We prefer the latter one of the larger, surrounding plates; although
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"F4 , boundary shown by the abrupt change in mag-
netic anomaly character in area C of the JQZ.
This feature may represent a change of spreading
rate or direction, or a fossil plate boundary. Sec-

ond, a detailed geophysical survey of a small area
centered at 140 N, 159.5 °E (Peterson et al., 1986),
undertaken as a site survey of the Deep Sea Dril-

', .t 'ling Project, delineated aligned abyssal hills paral-
, *' " vY ,,,.lel to the Hawaiian lineations. If these were formed

parallel to the spreading ridge, then they are at
" I. ?' , - odds with our extrapolation of the Phoenix ridge

S -in Figure 14. It is quite possible that the growth of
the Pacific plate prior to M38 was more complex
than implied by our simple model. If this model

fails, the problem probably occurs prior to M38Fig. 14. Tectonic history of the northern Pacific plate and be a s th p rlei m of M 8 21 m l es h tTectonicbecause the parallelism of M38-M21 implies that
extrapolation of the boundaries of the oldest Pacific crust.
Continuous lines trace isochrons M21-M38. Light dashed lines no major plate boundary reorganization occurred

show predicted positions of isochrons not identified. Medium during the intervening time.
dashed lines labeled "B" outline oldest Pacific crust. Arrow From M28 onward, we can trace the formation
and heavy dashed line show path of P-F-I triple junction. of the northern boundary of the Pacific plate and
Bathymetric features shown stippled. Velocity diagram of in particular the behavior of the P-F-I triple
P-F-] junction shown in inset for M28 time. Dot represents
the velocity of the triple junction. Heavy continuous lines are junction using magnetic lineations (Fig. 14). The
relative velocity vectors between the plates. Dashed lines are location of the triple junction was plotted by
the loci of points that remain on the plate boundaries; they are extrapolating each magnetic isochron of the
labeled with lower case letters (e.g., "pr' corresponds to the Japanese and Hawaiian lineations to their in-
Pacific-Farallon ridge). Numbers are spreading rates nor- tersection.

malized to the velocity of the P-I ridge. Using the spreading rates from Fig. 5 and the

isochrons in Figs. 1 and 2, a velocity-space di-

agram of the P-F-I triple junction was con-
there is no reason to suggest that a microplate structed corresponding to anomaly M28 time (Fig.

cannot grow to a large size, like the Pacific, 14). This analysis indicates several important fea-
Figure 14 implies that the genesis of the Pacific tures of the P-F-I ridge system. The location of

plate may have been roughly coincident with the the junction in velocity space is close to the F-I

formation of two major fracture zones. One cuts velocity vector, implying that the triple junction
the Japanese lineations and trends northwest until could have assumed either a RRR or RRF config-

it disappears into the Japan trench. The other is uration. The latter would have been stable only as
the long Mendocino Fracture Zone that crosses long as the velocity of the junction lay on the F-I
most of the Pacific Basin and terminates at the velocity vector and thus a small change in spread-
California coast. The trends of these fracture zones ing rates or directions would have caused it to
intersect nearly at the spot where the oldest Pacific revert to the RRR geometry. Additionally, the

plate is found. These results are intriguing because diagram implies that both the P-I and P-F ridges
they suggest that the two large persistent fracture were growing in length and that the triple junction
zones were generated by the formation of the should have drifted to the north-northwest with
Pacific plate. respect to the Pacific plate. The increasing lengths

Although such extrapolations as these make for of the P-I and P-F ridges are evident in Fig. 14.
interesting speculation, we highlight their poten- The figure also shows that the triple junction did
tial dangers by noting two pieces of evidence that indeed drift north-northwest with respect to the

do not appear to fit our model. The first is the Pacific plate.
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Overall, the Jurassic evolution of the Pacific together with the Mendocino Fracture Zone which
plate and P-F-I triple junction appears to have offsets the Hawaiian lineations, can be traced to
been relatively simple. This situation changed the oldest part of the Pacific. Evidently they
abruptly at M21 time as the spreading direction formed at the time the Pacific plate was born. The
on the P-I ridge rotated by 240 and large ridge magnetic isochron data also imply that the evolu-
jumps occurred on the P-F ridge. Some evidence tion of the northern Pacific and the P-F-I triple
suggests that a microplate formed between the junction was relatively simple from M38-M22
Pacific, Farallon and Izanagi plates. These topics time. The triple junction drifted north-northwest
are discussed in a companion article (Sager et al., with respect to the Pacific plate to a position
this issue). presently near the southwest tip of the Shatsky

Plateau.
Conclusions
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